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Cane furniture industries widely use rattans which is a climber pant, as a raw material to
manufacture furniture. Some people take the meaning of rattan same as bamboo and cane but
there is significant difference between the furniture manufactured with bamboo and furniture
manufactured with rattan. The difference between bamboo and rattan is that rattan is not hollow
from inside like bamboo but it is solid. Rattan is mainly grow in Africa, Australia and Asia and
generally used to manufacture outdoor furniture. The name of some of the important furnitureâ€™s that
is manufactured using rattan is beds, tables, chairs, dining set, outdoor furniture sets, sofa sets,
couch, seating, shelf, recliner and many more. Various forms of this furniture include Polly rattan,
plastic rattan and many more.

You can see rattan furniture in the garden of mostly people. People prefer it because it doesnâ€™t
require much maintenance.  It just requires to be wiped with dry cloth to keep clean and in good
condition. After a regular period you can take it to any furnitureâ€™s shop to get it cleaned. Because of
its feature of less maintenance, mostly people prefer to keep it in their garden or lawn. For keeping it
for long time you should cover it with any cloth when you donâ€™t use it.

Another important feature of rattan furniture is that it can very well survive in harsh weather because
this material thrives in tropical areas that often have harsh weather all the year round. In comparison
to other material furniture made up of this material considered stronger and lasts for a long time.
Numerous styles and designs are available in this type of furniture. It also offers you the facility of
flexibility and portability. As it is flexible, so any kinds of furniture can be easily manufactured with it.
It is also best from the point of view of damaging; it wonâ€™t easily get damaged and cracked.

Outdoor furniture need to be shifted several times especially at the time of party or any other
occasion. Rattan furniture is considered good from this regard also. You can easily move this
outdoor furniture because it is very light in weight, even a single person can shift it from one place to
another. As we know that natural material is used to manufacture it so it is termed as eco friendly
furniture also that contributes in protecting environment.
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